Motivation: Non-coding RNA genes and RNA structural regulatory motifs play important roles in gene regulation and other cellular functions. They are often characterized by specific secondary structures that are critical to their functions and are often conserved in phylogenetically or functionally related sequences. Predicting common RNA secondary structures in multiple unaligned sequences remains a challenge in bioinformatics research.
INTRODUCTION
Non-coding RNAs (ncRNA) and RNA regulatory motifs play important roles in gene regulation and other cellular functions (Bartel, 2004; Eddy, 2001; Stormo and Ji, 2001; Winkler, 2005) .
They are often characterized by evolutionarily conserved secondary structures that are critical to their functions. Identification of correct RNA secondary structures will help elucidate the functions of the RNAs and finding conserved RNA secondary structures in related sequences will provide promising candidates for novel ncRNA genes or RNA regulatory motifs.
RNA secondary structure prediction is one of the most challenging problems in bioinformatics and has been a topic of intense study. Predicting the RNA secondary structure of a single sequence relies on the idea that the functional RNA structure is the thermodynamically most stable or near-optimal structure. Mfold (Zuker, 1994) and RNAfold (Hofacker et al., 1994) employ dynamic programming to compute the RNA secondary structure with minimum free energy (MFE) on a single sequence. By considering energy density, length normalized free energy, Densityfold (Alkan et al., 2006) delocalizes the thermodynamic cost of forming an RNA substructure and improves on secondary structure prediction via free energy minimization. PKNOTS (Rivas and Eddy, 1999) extends the Zuker algorithm to optimal RNA pseudoknot structure prediction. However, optimal structures that are predicted based on current energy parameters do not necessarily represent the real structures.
A more reliable approach is to use comparative analysis to predict consensus RNA secondary structures from multiple related sequences. One strategy is to align related sequences first and then fold the alignment. Mutual information (Gutell et al., 1992) , probabilistic covariance models (Eddy and Durbin, 1994) and stochastic context-free grammars (SCFG) Hein, 1999, 2003; Sakakibara et al., 1994) have been effectively used to detect and model complementary covariations that are indicative of conserved base pairing interactions to predict common structures. RNAalifold (Hofacker et al., 2002) incorporates both thermodynamic stability and sequence covariation to predict common structures from alignments. Maximum weighted matching (MWM), a graph-theoretical approach, was introduced to predict common secondary structures allowing pseudoknots (Cary and Stormo, 1995; Tabaska et al., 1998) . Reliable structural alignments are usually prerequisites for these algorithms, in which sequences can neither be too similar to provide covariance information nor too divergent to provide a reliable alignment.
Another strategy proposed by Sankoff (1985) is to simultaneously align and fold RNA sequences. However, the computational complexity of the Sankoff algorithm is too high to be practical even for two sequences. By making simplifications and applying restrictions, Foldalign (Gorodkin et al., 2001) and Dynalign (Mathews and Turner, 2002 ) make the Sankoff algorithm practical on short sequences but are still slow. Stemloc (Holmes, 2005; Holmes and Rubin, 2002) , PMcomp (Hofacker et al., 2004) , RNAscf (Bafna et al., 2006) and CARNAC (Touzet and Perriquet, 2004) combine ideas, such as SCFG, RNA base pairing matrix alignment and stem comparison, with the Sankoff algorithm to simultaneously achieve common structures and structural alignments. These approaches usually predict common structures of two sequences first, and then use a progressive method like that of ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) to find common structures shared by multiple sequences.
The third strategy is to predict the structures of individual sequences separately and then align the structures. It has been implemented in programs such as RNAshapes (Giegerich et al., 2004; Steffen et al., 2006) and MARNA (Siebert and Backofen, 2005) . comRNA (Ji et al., 2004) uses a different scheme that applies graph-theoretical approaches to compare and find stems conserved across multiple sequences first and then assembles conserved stem blocks to form consensus structures, in which pseudoknots are allowed.
We present a new algorithm for predicting common structures in multiple unaligned sequences. It adopts the stem assembly idea from comRNA (Ji et al., 2004) and combines intrasequence base pairing probabilities and intersequence base alignment probabilities to measure stem conservation. It employs an iterative procedure to probabilistically sample compatible aligned stem pairs and update the probabilities based on sampled structures until convergence. We extend the algorithm to multiple sequences by a consistency-based method (Do et al., 2005) . Our algorithm has no limitation on predicting pseudoknots. In extensive testing on real sequence data, it outperformed other leading programs in both sensitivities and specificities with a reasonably fast speed.
METHODS
RNA secondary structures are formed by base pairing stacks (stems) and single-stranded regions (loops). Predicting common RNA secondary structures on multiple sequences can be simplified to finding compatible conserved stems between sequences. A pair of conserved stems is assumed to not only have high chances to form base pairings in individual sequences, but also align well between sequences. Therefore, we combine the intrasequence base pairing probabilities and the intersequence base alignment probabilities to measure stem conservation.
Our algorithm repeatedly generates multiple common structures by probabilistically sampling compatible stem pairs based on their conservation. It updates the base pairing and base alignment probabilities by counting frequencies of actual base pairs and base alignments in the sampled structures, and uses the updated probabilities to recalculate stem conservation and resample structures. This procedure is iterated until the sampled structures converge. We extend our algorithm to multiple sequences by using a consistencybased method to iteratively incorporate and reinforce consistent structure information from pairwise sequence comparisons into structures common to multiple sequences.
The overall scheme of the core algorithm in finding common structures in two sequences is illustrated in Figure 1 . It solves the problem in two major steps: initialization and iteration.
Initialization step
2.1.1 Calculate base alignment probabilities P AB (a i , b k ) is defined as the base alignment probability (or match probability) between base a i from sequence A and base b k from sequence B. We calculate the initial base alignment probabilities of all possible pairs of bases between two sequences by using the partition function based method (Miyazawa 1995; Muckstein et al., 2002 ) (see Supplementary Appendix I).
Calculate base pairing probabilities
is defined as the base pairing probability between bases a i and a j (or b k and b l ) in sequence A (or B). By default, pseudoknots are not allowed. The initial base pairing probabilities for all possible complementary base pairs in each sequence can be either calculated by RNAfold (Hofacker et al., 1994) , an implementation of the partition function based algorithm (McCaskill, 1990) , or approximated by the posterior probabilities generated by CONTRAfold (Do et al., 2006) . These two initialization methods have almost the same performance in our tests, and are available as options for users. In this article, we use RNAfold in all tests. We also designed a fast heuristic sampling method to calculate the initial base pairing probabilities that allow pseudoknot structures (see Supplementary Appendix II).
2.1.3 Generate a list of all possible stems for each sequence A stem is defined as consecutive AÁU, GÁC or GÁU base pairs with a minimum length of sl, where sl is a user-definable parameter, usually three (default) or four (for long sequences or sequences with pseudoknot structures). No internal loop or bulge is allowed in a stem. We list all possible stems within each sequence. These stems may overlap or be independent of each other and various combinations of them can form different RNA secondary structures.
Iteration step
2.2.1 A block is a pair of aligned stems We can generate a series of alignments between two stems by sliding one stem along the other, Fig. 1 . Flowchart of the sampling algorithm on two RNA sequences.
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in which consecutive base pairs from one stem are aligned to those from the other stem. An alignment consists of two corresponding halves with equal widths: the 5 0 arm and the 3 0 arm, as shown in Figure 2 . Given an alignment (È) between two stems (u and v) (Fig. 2) , we calculate the conservation score as:
where (a i , a j ) and (b k , b l ) are complementary base pairs in stem u from sequence A and stem v from sequence B, respectively; (a i , b k ) and (a j , b l ) are aligned bases in the 5 0 arm and 3 0 arm, respectively; P AB (a i , b k ) and P AB (a j , b l ) are the intersequence base alignment probabilities; D A (a i , a j ) and D B (b k , b l ) are the intrasequence base pairing probabilities.
A block () is defined as the alignment of two stems (u and v) that gives the highest conservation score (W):
The conservation score collectively measures both sequence and structure conservation of the stem pairs, which are represented by the base alignment probabilities and base pairing probabilities, respectively. Only those blocks consisting of conserved stem pairs would have high conservation scores.
Generate a list of blocks
A complete list of blocks is generated by aligning every stem in one sequence to every stem in the other sequence. To reduce search space, only those blocks consisting of stem pairs with reciprocal best conservation scores are considered. For instance, the block consisting of stem u in sequence A and stem v in sequence B has the highest conservation score among all combinations between stem u and any stem from B, and also among all combinations between stem v and any stem from A. To further reduce computational complexity, a user-definable parameter d is introduced, which is the maximum shift distance allowed between aligned positions in two stems.
2.2.3
Sample compatible blocks to generate common structures A probabilistic sampling approach is used to pick compatible blocks based on their conversation scores and assemble them into common structures. The chance for a block () to be sampled is defined by the probability:
The higher the conservation score of a block, the more likely it is picked to be a part of a structure (see Supplementary Appendix III for details). This sampling process is repeated S times, where S is the sample size, and S common structures are ultimately generated in each iteration.
2.2.4
Iteratively update the base pairing probabilities and base alignment probabilities We calculate the frequencies of base pairs appearing in these S common structures for each sequence to approximate the new base pairing probabilities:
where s2{S sampled structures between sequence A and B}; given any s,
r is the iteration number; D rÀ1
A ða i ; a j Þ Á T is the pseudocount portion corresponding to the base pairing probabilities from the last iteration. T is a user-definable parameter for the total number of pseudocounts, which can be 1, Sqrt(S), S or 10%ÁS (default) depending on how much the user wants the probabilities from the last iteration to affect the subsequent iteration.
We calculate the frequencies of base alignments in these S common structures between two sequences to approximate the new base alignment probabilities:
a i and b k are aligned in a stem region of s; a i, and b k are in the same loop region of s; a all other cases:
p(a i , b k ) is the recalculated alignment probability of (a i , b k ) only if a i and b k are in the same loop region of the sampled structure; P rÀ1 AB ða i ,b k Þ Á T is the pseudocount portion corresponding to the alignment probabilities from the last iteration.
Steps 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 are repeated for multiple iterations. The updated base pairing and base alignment probabilities are used to recalculate the conservation scores of blocks and their probabilities to be sampled in the subsequent iteration. Through iterations, the blocks that are formed by conserved stems obtain intensified conservation scores and have increasingly higher chances to be sampled, while other blocks tend to have their conservation scores attenuated. The sampled structures tend to converge to sets of compatible conserved blocks.
We examined the convergence of sampled structures on 55 two sequence sets generated from pairwise combinations of 11 tRNA sequences used in previous studies (Sprinzl et al., 1998) . In each iteration, 100 structures were sampled. The number of unique sampled structures decreased quickly after a few iterations for all sequence sets, dropping by 2 to 16-fold after two iterations and converging after 4-7 iterations (see Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Figure 3 shows the initial and converged base alignment and base pairing probabilities between two tRNA sequences, RL6371 and RE2140. The initial base alignment and base pairing probability matrices shown in Figure 3A can result in ambiguous structures and alignments between the two sequences. However, as shown in Figure 3B , just after a few iterations, the base pairing and base alignment probabilities of most stems were attenuated or diminished, while only a few stems that matched known structures were intensified, indicating the convergence of sampled structures. 
Report the common structure in two sequences
A greedy algorithm is used to assemble converged blocks into the final consensus structure: the block with the highest conservation score is picked and any conflicting block is deleted or trimmed; this process is repeated until no blocks remain. The chosen blocks are compatible with each other and form the backbone of the common structure. We then use ClustalW to realign single-stranded regions separately, and assemble them with conserved blocks to generate the final structural alignment.
From two sequences to multiple sequences
We extend the algorithm from taking two RNA sequences as input to multiple (N) sequences. In the initialization step, the base alignment probabilities between each pair of sequences and the base pairing probabilities for each sequence are calculated using the same procedure as described earlier. In the iteration step, we sample common structures between all pairwise sequences and apply a consistency-based method to update probabilities and recalculate conservation scores, which incorporate information from all sampled structures into the subsequent iteration of structure sampling on pairwise sequences.
In each iteration, S structures are sampled between each pair of sequences, and each sequence is involved in (N À 1)ÁS sampled structures.
The base pairing probabilities of a sequence (A) incorporate information from all pairwise common structures between A and any other sequence (B), which are calculated as:
where s2{S sampled structures between A and B}; B2{N sequences}, B 6 ¼ A; C AB s ða i ,a j Þ and T are the same as those defined previously for two sequences.
The base alignment probabilities between any pair of sequences are calculated using the same procedure as described earlier for two sequences.
At the end of each iteration, the conservation scores of all blocks and their probabilities to be sampled in the next iteration are updated using the newly calculated base alignment and base pairing probabilities. The iteration process continues until the number of unique structures sampled between every pair of sequences converges.
Report the common structure in multiple sequences
Upon convergence of sampled structures after iterations, the final common structure shared by multiple sequences is reported by assembling sets of compatible conserved stems using a greedy algorithm. All blocks between all pairwise sequences are sorted based on their final conservation scores, and the block with the highest score becomes the seed; any conflicting block is deleted or trimmed, and all blocks that contain one of the stems in the seed are collected; the new stem from the block with the highest conservation score in this subset is added to the seed. This process is repeated until no blocks remain in this subset. The stems in the seed now correspond to one common stem shared by multiple sequences. The next block with the highest conservation score among the remaining blocks becomes the next seed to obtain another set of common stems. This procedure is repeated until no blocks remain. We then use ClustalW to align conserved stems and single-stranded regions separately, and assemble them together to generate the final structural alignment. Fig. 3 . Illustration of the initial and converged base alignment and base pairing probability matrices between two tRNA sequences, RL6371 and RE2140. In each panel, the upper left square represents the base alignment probability matrix between the two sequences. The other two squares represent the base pairing probability matrices of each sequence, respectively. The area of a dot in the matrices corresponds to the value of probability, ranging from 0 to 1. The base pairing probability matrix is symmetrical to its diagonal, so only half of the matrix is drawn, and the known structure of the sequence is drawn on the other half. (A) Initial probability matrices. (B) Converged probability matrices.
RESULTS
Our algorithm was implemented in a C program called RNA Sampler. We tested it on various data sets containing two or multiple real sequences, and compared its performance to that of the other existing RNA secondary structure prediction programs representing different methodologies, including CARNAC (Touzet and Perriquet, 2004) , Dynalign (Mathews and Turner, 2002) , FoldalignM (Torarinsson et al., 2007) , RNAalifold (Hofacker et al., 2002) and Stemloc (Holmes, 2005) .
The correlation coefficient (CC) defined by Matthews (1975) is used to evaluate the prediction accuracy, which is approximated as the geometric mean of the prediction sensitivity (SEN) and specificity (SPE) (Gorodkin et al., 2001) :
where SEN is the fraction of true base pairs that are predicted correctly and SPE is the fraction of predicted base pairs that are true.
Prediction of common structures
We tested RNA Sampler and other programs on real sequences from 10 RNA regulatory motif or ncRNA gene families retrieved from the Rfam database (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2005), including Cobalamin, gcvT, glmS, purine, RFN, sbox, THI, tRNA, U1 and yybP-ykoY. These data sets have been used in previous studies (Alkan et al., 2006; Bafna et al., 2006) . Detailed information of all data sets is available in Supplementary Table 1. For each RNA family, Rfam provides a hand-curated seed alignment and a corresponding common structure, which are used to determine the exact base pairs in individual sequences. First, we tested RNA Sampler on two-sequence sets generated from nearly all pairs of unique sequences in the seed alignment of each RNA family. RNA Sampler gave an average CC of 0.60, ranging from 0.42 to 0.82 (detailed values are listed in Supplementary Table 2 ). This was very close to the average CC of 0.61 by Dynalign, which performed the best among all programs. However, RNA Sampler was significantly faster than Dynalign. The performance of Stemloc and RNAalifold were comparable to RNA Sampler on some RNA families, but worse on the others. RNA Sampler, Dynalign, Stemloc and RNAalifold all gave better CC than CARNAC. Overall, RNA Sampler gave a near best performance with a fast speed among all tested programs.
We then tested RNA Sampler and other programs on multiple-sequence sets of the 10 RNA families. To avoid sequence selection bias, we generated 100 sequence sets for each RNA family by randomly selecting five unique sequences from the Rfam seed alignment. These sequence sets cover nearly all unique sequences in the seed alignment, except for the tRNA family due to the large number of unique sequences in this family.
The prediction accuracy of RNA Sampler is significantly improved on multiple sequences compared to two sequences. Figure 4 shows the CC, SEN and SPE of the structure predictions by RNA Sampler and other programs on the multiple-sequence sets, and detailed values are listed in Supplementary Table 3 . Overall, RNA Sampler gave very good predictions on the 10 RNA families, with the average CC, SEN and SPE of 0.72, 0.73 and 0.72, respectively, ranging from 0.57 to 0.95. RNA Sampler performed the best among all tested programs, with the highest CC for 9 out of the 10 RNA families and near highest for the other family.
RNA Sampler outperformed CARNAC and Stemloc on all tested RNA families. CARNAC only predicted partially correct structures, which led to poor sensitivity and relatively good specificity. The low performance of Stemloc might be partially due to the low -nf option used in the test (Ànf ¼ 100) (Holmes, 2005; Holmes and Rubin, 2002) . Higher -nf settings were tried, however the corresponding higher memory requirement made the program very slow and often crash. RNAalifold requires reliable alignments for decent structure predictions. We used ClustalW alignments as inputs for RNAalifold in this study. RNAalifold performed the best on the RFN family sets that have high sequence identities, but had poor performance on the other sequence sets with low identities, in which ClustalW alignments might not be reliable. RNA Sampler performed as well as RNAalifold on the RFN family and gave significantly better results than RNAalifold on the other RNA families. Dynalign gave similar or slightly better sensitivities than RNA Sampler on the gcvT, sbox, yybp-ykoY and U1 families, but RNA Sampler showed much better sensitivities and overall performance on the other families. Besides, RNA Sampler always ran significantly faster than Dynalign. The good sensitivities of Dynalign can be partially explained by the fact that Dynalign cannot predict common structures on multiplesequence sets and it was evaluated by the average performance on all pairwise predictions. Pairwise predictions give structures common in two sequences but not necessarily conserved in other sequences, which can lead to high sensitivities but poor specificities. FoldalignM had the second best overall performance among all programs. It showed as good sensitivities as RNA Sampler on the sbox, THI, tRNA and yybp-ykoY families, but lower sensitivities on the other families. RNA Sampler also ran much faster than FoldalignM (see Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 5) .
We also evaluated the prediction accuracy at the stem level (Bafna et al., 2006) , where sensitivity (SEN) is the fraction of true stems that overlap with predicted stems and specificity (SPE) is the fraction of predicted stems that overlap with true stems. With this measurement, the average CC, SEN and SPE of RNA Sampler on the 10 RNA families increased from 0.72, 0.73 and 0.72 at the base pair level to 0.77, 0.80 and 0.76, respectively (see Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary  Table 4 ). Other programs also showed increased CCs at the stem level, and the relative performance between RNA Sampler and other programs are similar to that at the base pair level.
Prediction of structural alignments
We employed and extended the method proposed in a previous study on two-sequence structural alignment (Gardner et al., 2005) to evaluate the performance of RNA Sampler on multiple-sequence structural alignment across a wide range of sequence identities. We used the sum-of-pairs score (SPS) (Thompson et al., 1999) , the fraction of aligned base pairs in the reference alignment that are correctly aligned in the predicted alignment, to measure the accuracy of structural alignments at the base pair level. The structural conservation index (SCI) calculated by RNAz (Hofacker et al., 2004) was used to measure the conserved structure information contained in the predicted alignment. An SCI score ranges from 0 to $1. If the consensus structure is supported by compensatory or consistent mutations, SCI can be greater than 1.
For each of the 10 RNA families, we randomly regenerated multiple-sequence sets that evenly cover a wide range of mean pairwise sequence identities. Each family has a certain range of sequence identities (shown in Fig. 5 ), which is generally between 40% and 80% but can be lower than 40% for the tRNA family and higher than 80% for the U1 family. Using the Rfam seed alignments and common structures as benchmarking references, we compared the alignments and structures predicted by RNA Sampler and FoldalignM with those by RNAalifold, which took sequence-based ClustalW alignments as inputs. We plotted CC, SPS (only on the reference stem regions) and SCI as functions of the mean pairwise sequence identity on each RNA family (see Supplementary Fig. 7 ). The shapes of the plots vary between RNA families but with a similar trend. Figure 5 shows the average CC, SPS and SCI on all the 10 RNA families combined. It should be noted that the plot below 40% and above 80% sequence identities only represent the tRNA and U1 family, respectively.
The CC plot in Figure 5 shows that RNA Sampler gives overall better structure prediction than FoldalignM by $10-20% across the whole sequence identity range except below 40% on the tRNA data sets. RNA Sampler gives significantly better predictions than RNAalifold across the whole identity range below 80%, especially in the low identity region, and gives as good predictions as RNAalifold on sequence sets of identities above 80%, the U1 sets.
The SPS curves of RNA Sampler, FoldalignM and ClustalW show a similar trend: the SPS scores tend to decrease with the decrease of sequence identities. RNA Sampler gives better SPS scores than FoldalignM and ClustalW across a wide sequence identity range within which most of the RNA families are located, 40-70%. This indicates that RNA Sampler gives overall better structural alignments. RNAalifold's structure prediction performance (CC) is directly correlated with the quality of its input ClustalW alignment (indicated by SPS), which deteriorates as the sequence identity decreases. RNA Sampler gives lower SPS scores than FoldalignM in the low identity range (540%), partially due to the relatively less accurate structure predictions on some tRNA sets in that identity range. In addition, the Rfam alignments might be imperfect in some cases, which could lead to an underestimate of the alignment accuracy of RNA Sampler. Indeed, we observed some examples in which perfectly matched consecutive base pairs were misaligned in the stem regions of the Rfam and FoldalignM alignments but correctly aligned by RNA Sampler; however, in such cases the RNA Sampler alignments were classified as wrong since the Rfam alignments were used as benchmarks. FoldalignM reports two structure and alignment outputs: one is original and the other is refined. Interestingly, the original outputs of FoldalignM are often slightly better aligned (reflected by higher SPS scores) but less accurate in terms of base pairings (with lower CC) than the refined outputs. This discrepancy implies that slightly different structural alignments can correspond to the same common structure, and that the accuracy of structural alignments might be underestimated by using SPS scores alone.
Although the structural alignments by RNA Sampler and FoldalignM do not completely match the Rfam reference alignments, they do give high SCI scores approaching those of the reference alignments across the whole identity range, indicating that their alignments have indeed caught the conserved structure information. RNA Sampler does better than FoldalignM, with higher SCI scores in the 40-70% identity range. In contrast, the ClustalW alignments have significantly lower SCI scores across almost the whole identity range except for the very high identity region (470%), suggesting that these sequence-based alignments could not preserve the conserved structure information.
Overall, RNA Sampler not only predicts common structures more accurately than other programs, but also provides better structural alignments that more accurately represent the RNA secondary structure conservations, across a wide range of sequence identities.
Prediction of pseudoknot structures
Because our sampling strategy has no limitations on how compatible blocks can be assembled into structures, RNA Sampler can predict pseudoknot structures if the user allows it to sample blocks forming crossovers. We introduced a user-definable parameter, X, the maximum number of crossovers allowed in a structure. By default, no crossovers are allowed (X ¼ 0) for more accurate predictions on non-pseudoknot structures, and the X40 option is recommended only if the user suspects that there may be pseudoknots present in the structures.
We tested RNA Sampler on a few sequence sets with known pseudoknot structures (see Table 1 ), including a set of 10 bacterial operon mRNA leader sequences and a set of 8 bacterial S15 mRNA leader sequences used in a previous study (Ji et al., 2004) . RNA Sampler only correctly predicted 46% of the known base pairs on the operon set, but two stems forming the core pseudoknot structure were correctly predicted (see Supplementary Fig. 3A) . One of the predicted stems is not in the published operon RNA structure, but it was also predicted by comRNA in the previous study (Ji et al., 2004) . The S15 leader sequences may form two alternative structures: one contains a pseudoknot, and the other is a non-pseudoknot stem-loop structure. At the base pair level, RNA Sampler gave sensitivities of 0.74 and 0.67 on the two alternative structures, respectively; it missed a few base pairs in the long stems, as no bulge or loop was allowed in stems. However, at the stem level, RNA Sampler correctly predicted all three stems in the pseudoknot structure, and all three stems in the alternative stem-loop structure if crossovers were not allowed (see Supplementary Fig. 3B ). The performance of RNA Sampler on these data sets is slightly worse than that of comRNA but better than most of the other programs tested in the comRNA study (Ji et al., 2004) . The runtimes of RNA Sampler on these data sets were 4-10 min.
Complexity of the algorithm
The speed of the algorithm is limited by the iteration step. In each iteration, it takes O(mÁn) time to generate mÁn possible blocks by comparing all m stems in sequence A with all n stems in sequence B. The introduction of the parameter d, the maximum shift distance allowed in a block between two stems, and the constraint of picking only stem pairs with reciprocal best conversation scores as blocks; reduce the total number of blocks for sampling from mÁn to m (assume that m n). The sampling procedure takes O(m) time to eliminate Figure 4 list the runtimes of RNA Sampler and other programs on the 10 RNA families on a Linux machine with a Pentium IV 3.0 GHz CPU and 3 GB RAM. On a data set containing five sequences whose average length ranges from 70 to 200 nt, RNA Sampler took 6-180 s to complete the structure prediction. Data sets of longer sequences contain more stems and would take more iterations to converge and thus longer runtime. CARNAC, RNAalifold and Stemloc (Ànf ¼ 100) ran faster or at a similar speed compared to RNA Sampler, but RNA Sampler was much more accurate. RNA Sampler ran much faster than Dynalign and FoldalignM and also gave better prediction accuracy.
DISCUSSION
We developed a new sampling based algorithm for common RNA secondary structure prediction and structural alignment on multiple sequences. In extensive testing on various RNA families, our algorithm showed very good prediction accuracy and speed, giving better performance than other existing programs for common RNA secondary structure prediction. Besides, our algorithm is able to predict pseudoknot structures.
The consistency-based method significantly improves the performance of RNA Sampler on multiple-sequence sets compared to its performance on two-sequence sets. It effectively incorporates structure information from all pairwise sequence comparisons into the consensus structure of multiple sequences. The stems shared by multiple sequences will reinforce each other to be sampled more frequently in subsequent iterations, while non-conserved stems will fade away. This approach has also been successfully applied to the multiple-sequence alignment problem (Do et al., 2005) . Whereas other programs, such as Stemloc (Holmes, 2005; Holmes and Rubin, 2002) and Foldalign (Gorodkin et al., 2001) , usually apply the progressive method, which picks seed consensus structures based on pairwise sequence comparisons and progressively adds more sequences to the structure. The progressive method is dependent on the order of seed structure picking, and wrongly picked seed structures could lead to wrong common structures; whereas the consistency-based method integrates all information available to reach consensus.
RNA Sampler runs quickly on medium-sized data sets (see Supplementary Table 5 ). Our data show that the sampled structures converge quickly usually after a few iterations (see Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Since the consistency-based method for structure prediction on multiple sequences takes consideration of all pairwise sequence comparisons in each iteration, it is computationally more expensive than the progressive method. To reduce runtime, we designed a fast comparison approach (see Supplementary Appendix IV): instead of doing all pairwise sequence comparisons, it randomly picks one sequence to compare with all other sequences in each iteration. With the fast approach, the runtimes of RNA Sampler on the 10 RNA families were reduced by about 2-fold and the prediction accuracies were slightly worse than those of the slow approach but still better than those of the other programs overall (see Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 6 ). The fast comparison approach provides an option for users to quickly screen a large number of sequence sets for presence of common structures.
The performance of a sampling algorithm is usually affected by the sample size. A large enough sample size is needed for robust structure prediction. We tested our algorithm on the five-sequence data sets for all the 10 RNA families with different sample sizes, at 100, 200 and 300. We found that these different sample sizes did not make much difference on the prediction results, and that sampling structures 100 times in each iteration was sufficient for making robust predictions. The constraint that a block has to be reciprocal best stem pair dramatically reduces the number of blocks to be sampled and alleviates the need for a huge sample size. This constraint causes little loss of accuracy in the predictions.
Currently we only consider perfectly aligned stem pairs in the structure sampling procedure, and the accuracy might be improved by allowing bulged stems. Estimating initial base pairing probabilities with pseudoknots is not trivial, and we currently use a fast heuristic method (see Supplementary Appendix II). Dirks and Pierce (2004) proposed a partition function based algorithm to calculate base pairing probabilities allowing pseudoknots, but the algorithm is computationally expensive, with a time complexity of O(L 5 ), where L is the length of the sequence. Implementing this algorithm into the initialization step will possibly improve the performance of RNA Sampler in predicting pseudoknot structures but require extra runtime.
Although overall our algorithm performs well (CC ranges between 0.57 and 0.94) and performs better than other existing programs, in many cases it only predicts partially correct structures. The heuristic sampling procedure and the unique structure conservation measuring function introduced to the algorithm make it run fast and meanwhile achieve good prediction accuracy, which indicates the effectiveness of the algorithm for solving the challenging problem of common RNA structure prediction. On the other hand, the heuristic procedure compromises the optimal performance of the algorithm. Besides common structure prediction, an important output of RNA Sampler is the structural alignment, which better represents the RNA secondary structure conservation information than the sequence alignment generated by algorithms such as ClustalW. The structural alignment output can be used as input for the RNA structure detection programs, such as RNAz (Washietl et al., 2005) . Our preliminary tests have shown that the structural alignments generated by RNA Sampler can improve the sensitivities of RNAz in detecting the presence of RNA motifs in sequences of low identities. used or tested in this study for making their software publicly available.
